


The Dinner is a new  and engaging activity, inspired by 
the  classic Murder Mystery Dinner, adding a new level

of interaction and protagonism.
No more simple spectators, but detectives who, with 
their choices, will get closer and closer to the truth.

http://WWW.PLAYTHECITY.IT


The Dinner is the best way to
animate a evening. In a simple
and effective way, The Dinner
brings in your evening a
mystery to investigate.

This format is easily adaptable
to groups of 20 to 200
participants.



The event can take  place entirely during the dinner: the 
participants will find on their tables the first police report 
and a map of the places where they are dining.
The pace of the investigation is based on the dinner (first 
course, second course, dessert, ecc…). A condutor (the 
Commisioner) manages the phases of the  game and 
accompanies participants responding to their concerns, 
their questions and providing them informations and 
clues.



The aim of the game is to identify the guilty of a brutal murder, occurred some days before in the 
restaurant in which participants are having their dinner Divided in team of 4 to 8 persons, players will seat 
in different tables.

Between the courses, 
the players will slowly 
discover more and 
more clues, each one 
providing them of more 
informations.

The players will now 
have to decide what to 
investigate: each table 
will have to choose 
which place to search 
or whom, among the 
suspects, to 
interrogate.

During the  starter the 
participants will receive 
the instructions, an 
introduction to the 
characters, a 
description of the 
murder scene and a 
map of the place.

Before the dessert, the 
players will have to give
their version of the 
murder. The winner is
the team that is closest
to the truth, which is
exposed at the end  of 
the  dinner





Play the City will be able to
manage everything, from the
selection of the restaurant to
the game realization.

The division in groups, sitting at
the same table, generates
positive dynamics: people can
get in touch better with each
other because they have a
common goal to achieve. The
capacities of all are tested.

Some clues will not be brought
to the tables: the players could
have to move in the restaurant
and search the places to find
the clues! So, e.g., there will be
something hidden in the
bathroom, something in the
parking and some clues are to
be interpreted, or they’ll need
to solve a game to reach the
clue.
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